
 
 
ACT English Registration & test practice/tips:   actstudent.org → ACT Academy 
 
75 questions: 40 usage and mechanics + 35 rhetoric 
5 passages, 45 mins. = 8.5 mins. per passage + 2 mins. to review answers 
*Read complete sentence/paragraph, then answer question about underlined portion. 
#  Take longer; skip or “go to” if you are a slow reader. 
 
Strategies: 

● Be focused (on topic/main point) and complete (subject-verb) 
● Punctuation: think of the specific rule; comma? semicolon? Options to join a sentence? 

 No idea?  fewer = better (usually) 
● Watch verbs: subject-verb agreement and tense ← if the verb is underlined 
● Eliminate wrong answers, check the shortest answer, watch patterns ← CROSS OFF or “?”

Note: If any part of the answer is wrong, the whole answer is wrong. Eliminate. 
● Watch for NO, EXCEPT, LEAST Note: If 3 answers mean the same, the 4th is usually right. 
● Be precise (most specific details) and concise (fewest possible words/most direct)--ie. shortest or second 

shortest <--if no idea Note: OMIT/DELETE 
● Plug in answer & read aloud to check. Note: Trust instincts; first choice is usually right--don’t change. 
● Time saver: Mark answers in booklet first, then bubble all answers for passage at once 
● Begin/Middle/End? Does it introduce? elaborate/give an example? summarize? ← Check key words. 

 
REVIEW USAGE AND MECHANICS THAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
Commas Separate items in a series or list 

I enjoy watching movies with my family, reading novels by Jane Austen, and  
traveling to different states and countries. 

Join clauses with a conjunction** 
Mr. Darcy is one of Austen’s most famous characters, and he is the love of Elizabeth  

Bennet in Pride and Prejudice. 
vs. Mr. Darcy is one of Austen’s most famous characters and the love of Elizabeth  

Bennet in Pride and Prejudice. 
Set of introductory items and extra information (nonessential details) 

Early last summer, my family took an extended trip through several national parks. 
When my daughter graduates, she and my niece plan to travel through Europe. 
She will graduate on May 25, 2019, at the Dee Events Center in Ogden. 
Mr. Smith, who ran for Congress last year, has decided to quit politics.* 

vs. The man who is running for Congress is here to meet his constituency. 
*Extra info. mid-sentence requires same punctuation on both sides: , , ( ) -- -- 

When in doubt, leave them out. *Don’t separate subject-verb-complement 
 

Semicolons Join clauses with a transition such as however, nevertheless, for example** 
Join clauses without a conjunction, or if the clauses contain conjunctions** 

I was hoping to take a cruise this summer; however, we will be going camping instead. 
I prefer long road trips; my husband prefers staying close to home. 
After we return from camping, we will spend a few weeks at home; then we are going  

to St. George to see my sister. 
**Check for subject and verb on both sides of punct./conjunction** 

Colon At the end of a complete sentence: sets off a list or detail that defines/renames clause 
I have to remember to pack the rest of the picnic:  sandwiches, chips, and dessert. 
I had only one goal in mind: a mocha chiller from Grounds. 



Join clauses without a conjunction when the second clause defines the first 
Sonja Sotomayor is an important American figure:  she is the first hispanic female  
Supreme Court justice. 
 

Apostrophes Show possession and omitted letters 
John’s house can’t  
the Williamses’ house could’ve 
*its  (personal pronoun) it’s (it is/it has) 
whose (personal pronoun) who’s (who is/who has) 

 
Dashes Set off extra information that changes the tone or is incidental 

My uncle--remember, you met him last spring--is visiting this weekend. 
*Note:  Always use two mid-sentence; one at the end of the sentence. 

 
Adjectives Tell which one, how many, what kind; generally describe nouns  

a slow worker (what kind) 
Adverbs Tell where, when, how, to what extent; generally describe verbs and adjectives 

He works slowly. He is a really slow worker. 
Comparative Used to describe/with 2 people/objects: er/more 

He runs faster than Bill. 
Superlative Used to describe/with 3+ people/objects:  est/most 

She is the best at charcoal sketches of everyone in the class. 
 
Parallel Structure Words, phrases, or clauses in a series need the same structure 

Do you like sipping pina coladas and getting caught in the rain? 
not Do you like to sip pina coladas and getting caught in the rain. 

I enjoy watching movies with my family, reading novels by Jane Austen, and traveling to  
different states and countries. 

not  I enjoy watching movies with my family, reading novels by Jane Austen, and to travel. 
 
Subject-Verb Agreement Ask who/what really did the action 

I parked the car close to the door. Strolling down the busy street was Uncle Joe.  
 
Verb Tense Consistency The first verb usually sets the tense; scan the surrounding verbs. 

Jackie Robinson played for the Montreal Royals before he joined the Brooklyn Dodgers. 
 
Active Voice (subject is doing the action) is preferred over Passive Voice (subject is acted upon). 
 
POV Consistency Narrator/subject should be the same throughout the paragraph. 

Scan for I/we, you, he/she/name ← Who is speaking or whom is the paragraph about? 
 
Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement Where’s the noun?  Do they agree in # & gender? 

President Lincoln gave his Gettysburg Address in 1863. 
Each of the clerks finished his or her paperwork before the deadline. 

 
Modifiers Belong next to the person/thing modified. PRONOUN PROBLEMS 

no Busy talking on the phone, the pizza burned. who/whom = people 
yes Busy talking on the phone, I burned the pizza.    who = subject; whom = object 
no I somewhat was distracted. that/which = animals, objects, ideas 
yes I was somewhat distracted.    that = essential/restrictive (no ,) 

   which = nonessential/ (use ,) 



 
Extra: Meditate (before) & breathe (during). Hydrate. Sleep. Eat (complex carb. + fiber). Mints. 

Anxiety? Breathe, count, focal point 
 
 
 
RHETORIC THAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: 
❏ Organization 
❏ Beginning (intro. paragraph or start of paragraph): introduces subject/idea 
❏ Middle (body of essay or paragraph): supports/explains/gives examples 
❏ End (conclusion or end of paragraph): summarizes/analyzes 

❏ Transitions 
❏ Between sentences or clauses should show relationships (contrast, cause-effect, sequence, etc.)

→ usually a conjunction or adverbial (however, therefore, but, etc.) 
❏ Between paragraphs should include keywords from previous paragraph + from new paragraph 

❏ Adding detail? Is it relevant? (on topic) Is it specific? ← Look at keywords 
❏ Yes/No Questions: Answer for yourself first (cuts options in half) + briefly “why?”; find “same meaning” 
❏ Tone = speaker’s/writer’s attitude: scan diction (words and phrases)

→ positive? neutral? negative? Which types of details dominate? 
 
 

Extra Notes/Attack Strategies 
  



Practice 
 
1. Each of these computers has their / its drawbacks.  
 
2. Anyone trying to reduce their / his or her salt intake should avoid canned foods.  
 
3. American author Junot Diaz, was born A.  NO CHANGE 
in the Dominican Republic. B.  author, Junot Diaz 

C.  author Junot Diaz 
D.  author, Junot Diaz, 

 
4.  After Diaz won the 2008 Pulitzer Prize, F.  NO CHANGE 
many college literary courses will add his G.  added 
works to the curriculum. H.  were adding 

J.   add 
 
5.  One college class chose Diaz’s The Brief A.  NO CHANGE 
Wondrous Life of Oscar Woo as their favorite B.  it’s favorite book 
book of the semester. C.  they’re favorite book 

D.  its favorite book 
 
6.  Among a generation of new American F.  NO CHANGE 
writers, Diaz has emerged as one of the G. been distinguished and deemed 
freshest, most original voices. H.  come on the scene as  

 J.  made a strong case to be called 
 
7.  After the music started.  The bear began A.  NO CHANGE 
to dance. B.  started, the bear began, 

C.  started; the bear began 
D.  started, the bear began 

 
8.  I wondered how Snowball had learned F.  NO CHANGE 
to dance, and asked his trainer. G.  to dance and asked his trainer. 

H.  to dance; and asked his trainer. 
 J.  to dance.  And asked his trainer. 

 
9.  Scientists now believe that the ability to A.  NO CHANGE 
mimic, which requires complex circuitry, for B.  mimic, which requires complex circuitry 
vocal learning, is necessary for an animal C.  mimic, which, requires complex circuitry 
to keep a synchronized beat. D.  mimic which requires complex circuitry, 
 
10.  Parrots don’t respond well to genres with F.  NO CHANGE 
the least noticeable upbeat; waltzes and salsa. G. upbeat, waltzes, and salsa. 

H. upbeat:  waltzes, and salsa. 
 J. upbeat:  waltzes and salsa. 

 
 
  



RHETORIC THAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: 
❏ Organization 
❏ Beginning (intro. paragraph or start of paragraph): introduces subject/idea 
❏ Middle (body of essay or paragraph): supports/explains/gives examples 
❏ End (conclusion or end of paragraph): summarizes/analyzes 

❏ Transitions 
❏ Between sentences or clauses should show relationships (contrast, cause-effect, sequence, etc.)

→ usually a conjunction or adverbial (however, therefore, but, etc.) 
❏ Between paragraphs should include keywords from previous paragraph + from new paragraph 

❏ Adding detail? Is it relevant? (on topic) Is it specific? ← Look at keywords 
❏ Yes/No Questions: Answer for yourself first (cuts options in half) + briefly “why?”; find “same meaning” 
❏ Tone = speaker’s/writer’s attitude: scan diction (words and phrases)

→ positive? neutral? negative? Which types of details dominate? 
 
 
Rhetoric: inclusion of details→ relevance 
 
In the early 1900s the O’odham became acquainted with marching bands and woodwind instruments (which explains 
the presence of saxophones in waila). 

13 
13. Given that all of the choices are true, which one is most relevant to the  

focus of this paragraph? 
A.  NO CHANGE 
B.  (although fiddles were once widely used in waila bands). 
C.  (even though they’re now often constructed of metal). 
D.  (which are frequently found in jazz bands also). 
 
 

Rhetoric: organization and transitions 
 
Today, after many birthdays and New Year’s Days, I now find meaningful the difference I once found confusing. 
Otherwise, this difference points to significant underlying cultural values.  
     21  22 
 
21. A.  NO CHANGE 22. A.  NO CHANGE 

B.  Though, B.  by 
C.  In fact, C.  for 
D.  Then, D.  with 

 
 
Rhetoric: Style → precision of detail 
 
The school board members believed that wearing “play clothes” to school made the students inefficient toward their 
school work, while formal attire inspired studiousness. 32 

 
 
32. A.  NO CHANGE 

B.  lazy and bored to tears with 
C.  blow off 
D.  lax and indifferent toward 

 
 
 
 


